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Introduction:  The large Chryse Planitia outflow 
channels of Mars are thought to have been carved by 
flood waters released from a groundwater aquifer con-
fined beneath icy permafrost [1]. Conceptual estimates 
of aquifer pore volume are too low to accommodate 
the water required to erode outflow channels, and our 
modeling of attendant groundwater flow has focused 
on the provision of recharge at Tharsis as a means of 
replenishing the aquifer [2]. These global models as-
sumed that average discharge produced over long time 
periods at typical terrestrial permeabilities could ap-
proximate the series of shorter, more intense flooding 
episodes suggested by observed channel morphology 
[3, 4]. Here we address this issue by explicitly model-
ing multiple flooding events as regional “mesoscale” 
models embedded in our global Tharsis recharge 
model. Our approach is driven by constraints on water 
volumes rather than peak discharges, and is therefore 
not directly dependent on assumptions regarding 
bank-full flow and channel surface roughness.

A multiple flooding model is fundamentally differ-
ent from single flood models such as [1] in that it re-
quires two distinct groundwater flow regimes. The 
first consists of transient, local drawdown producing 
aquifer discharge and attendant surface flooding, and 
the second consists of  recovery mechanism allowing 
hydraulic heads to be restored between events. This 
latter process requires an influx of groundwater from 
more distal parts of the aquifer, and is therefore active 
on a larger-scale than the transient flooding event, 
hence the need for global model results. Large-scale 
flow may not be needed if, at the conclusion of the 
first flooding event, regional hydraulic heads are still 
high enough to repressure the aquifer and cause an-
other cryosphere disruption. Several flooding events 
may occur in this scenario [5], but it is not clear how 
the initial pore pressures, which must greatly exceed 
lithostatic values, may be reached.

Multiple Flood Model:  We focus here on 
groundwater flow attending Echus Chasma discharge. 
Our mesoscale model is comprised of a geometrically 
idealized confined aquifer with chaos region (Figure 
1), taken after the seminal model of [1], and modified 
to include a regional head gradient. Model length is 
twice the shortest distance from Echus Chasma to the 
recharge region, and chaos diameter approximates 
Echus Chasma dimensions. Results from the global 
model provide boundary conditions for the mesoscale 

model: hydraulic heads match global model steady 
state values; aquifer thicknesses matches; and perme-
ability at the distal fixed head boundaries is set to en-
sure a background mass flux equal to global model 
values.

Simulation of a flooding event in the mesoscale 
model consists of two time periods: discharge and 
recovery. During discharge, head is fixed at the chaos 
boundary, producing declining discharge which ceases 
when refreezing of the cryosphere occurs at a prede-
termined shut-off discharge qs. During recovery, no 
discharge occurs and chaos heads are allowed to re-
cover to 5% of their initial value. Thereafter it is as-
sumed that a discharge period identical to the first can 
begin again: results of a single discharge-recovery 
cycle can thus be duplicated to determine the accumu-
lated effect of multiple cycles. The goal in the current 
study is to determine the number of cycles required to 
produce the discharge volume needed for Kasei Valles 
formation. Assuming a maximum likely volumetric 
sediment to water ratio (S/R) of 0.67 [6], and a re-
moved sediment load of  3.7  105 km3 for Kasei 
Valles [7], we derive a required water volume of  5.5 
105 km3.

Cryosphere refreezing. Given our goal, it is im-
portant to constrain the point at which cryosphere 

Figure 1.  MODFLOW mesoscale model used to simulate 
flooding events at outflow channel source regions. While 
discharge occurs, hydraulic head is fixed at all shaded 
boundaries. Between discharge events, head at the chaos 
boundary is allowed to recover. Fixed head at the other 
shaded boundaries gives rise to a background flow in the 
direction indicated, and provides a symmetry axis which 
requires only half of the chaos region and its neighborhood
to be modeled explicitly, as shown.
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refreezing occurs, and head recovery begins. We parti-
tion the refreezing time into two phases delineated by 
the flow regime through fractures in the cryosphere. 
In the first phase (which starts as soon as discharge 
begins), flow is turbulent, and water is assumed to 
freeze predominantly in the form of frazzle ice, which 
is carried away by the flow, and does not contribute to 
the restriction of fracture apertures [8]. In the second 
phase, flow becomes laminar, and ice accumulates on 
fracture walls, eventually blocking the fractures com-
pletely, initiating the recovery period.

Calculation of the turbulent time scale requires an 
estimate of cryosphere fracture density [8]. Although 
values as high as 0.7 m-1 may be possible [9], our ap-
proach is to use liberal constraints on discharge pro-
duction in order to provide a best-case scenario for the 
multiple flood mechanism. We thus use a minimum 
estimate of fracture density (0.001 m-1, [8]), which 
yields a minimum qs (5.8  104 m3) and therefore a 
longer discharge period and a greater cumulative dis-
charge. If flow from the aquifer is to be unimpeded by 
its passage through the cryosphere, we require cryo-
sphere permeability to be at least as great as k. For our 
chosen fracture density, this condition is met over the 
range of k considered (10-15 to 10-9 m2) if the fracture 
aperture ranges from 2.3  10-4 to 0.023 m. This range 
compares favorably to terrestrially observed values 
(e.g., 10-4 to 0.009 m; [10]). The turbulent flow time 
scale is determined from qs, and varies with k (Figure 
2).

To constrain the laminar flow time scale, we em-
ploy 1-D Crank-Nicholson thermal models of one half 
of a vertical fracture and its neighboring wall rock. In 
this model, the left and right boundaries are periodic 
(zero temperature gradient), simulating an array of 
similar fractures parallel to each other. The initial 
temperature of the fracture water is assumed to be just 
above a salt-depressed freezing point of 252 K. The 
initial temperature of the rock (231 K) is an average of 
the martian surface and cryosphere base temperatures 
(209 K and 252 K respectively). Our maximum frac-
ture aperture of 0.023 m yields a freezing time of 29 
minutes. This value is generally short compared to the 
turbulent time scale, but if narrower fracture apertures 
are considered, turbulent and laminar time scales de-
crease such that the latter begins to dominate.

Combining the laminar and turbulent time scales, 
we can place final constraints on the longevity of each 
discharge cycle, as indicated in Figure 2. Note the 
gradual transition in this figure from a steep power 
law at low k to a shallower power law at high k. This 
transition occurs as flow changes from an essentially 
1-D form (when the curvature of the chaos region is 

small compared to the spatial scale of drawdown) to 
fully 2-D flow. 

Results:  For a given flooding event, heads in the 
discharge period were found to follow closely the ana-
lytic solution to discharge from a finite-radius, fixed-
drawdown well [11]. The analytic solution does not 
account for a background head gradient, but in our 
case this gradient is too small to produce significant 
differences in well discharge. More important are the 
differences between regional and well heads, which 
drive discharge and recovery. Analytic methods are 
not available to describe the recovery period (solutions 
are limited to constant discharge wells), and this is 
where the numerical model is most useful. Models 
using a subset of k and qs values were run explicitly 
and used to establish scaling laws allowing extrapola-
tion to a greater range of values. 

Single flood discharge and duration. Cumulative 
discharge from a single cycle (Figure 3a) increases 
with k as a power law at low k (while flow is 1-D), but 
at higher k begins to increase more rapidly toward a 
steeper power law associated with 2-D flow. This 
steepening of discharge production comes at the ex-
pense of time (Figure 3b). For instance, if the required 
discharge is to be produced in a single flood (possible 
for k > 2  10-10 m2), the flood must last 270 yr, at 
which time the flow is well into the 2-D regime (Fig-
ure 3b). A time scale of tens of days is much closer to 
the typical duration of terrestrial mega-flood events 
than 100s of yr (e.g., [12]), although the larger vol-
umes of water in the Martian case may argue for 
longer floods.

Multiple flooding events. We consider now the 
more general case of multiple flooding events. The 

Figure 2. Discharge rate vs. time for a range of k values. 
Discharge shut-off values qs are shown as squares terminat-
ing each curve. 
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number of events needed to produce the required dis-
charge volume (5.5  105 km3) is shown in Figure 3c. 
Only models with k > 7  10-11 m2 can achieve the 
required cumulative discharge in under 100 events, a 
reasonable upper bound for terrestrial megafloods 
(e.g., [13]). For the lowest k considered (10-15 m2), 
more than 10 million events are required.

Hydrologic connectivity. While a scenario requir-
ing fewer than 100 events seems feasible, it requires
high k values. Because our model has a single layer, k
is a depth-averaged value. If, more realistically, per-
meability decreases steeply with depth, values at the 
shallowest parts of the aquifer may be an order of 
magnitude greater than the depth-averaged value (as-
suming a power law dependence). Such high values of 
k are close to terrestrial maxima ( 10-9 m2; [14]), and 
seem unlikely to extend over large lateral spatial 
scales. The scale of permeability heterogeneity on 
Mars is unknown but, if correlated with geologic unit, 
would be on the order of 1400 km (average unit area). 
Our mesoscale model, with its width of 2000 km, is 
therefore a likely maximum size for high k hydrologic 
connectivity.  If drawdown reaches the model bounda-
ries, discharge through the boundaries increases be-
yond the value dictated by global model results, and
the flooding event demands a larger aquifer, i.e. it 
requires hydraulic connectivity over a larger scale 
than the upper limit imposed above.  If we eliminate 
such models from the allowed (shaded) region in Fig-
ure 3, we obtain the plots of Figure 4.

No models capable of producing the required dis-
charge in a single flooding event remain. In order to 
achieve the lowest number of events (3095), each pro-
ducing 179 km3 of water, k must be 4.2  10-12 m2

(Figure 4c), and qs must be 65,303 m3/s. Events each 
last 16.8 days, followed by a much longer recovery 
period of 11.0 yr. The circum-Chryse outflow chan-
nels are situated on, or close to, to the highly fractured 
Tharsis rise, and the high k required may be feasible, 
yielding a minimum number of floods close to the 
lower bound of 3095. Nonetheless, this number is or-
ders of magnitude greater than terrestrial values [13].

Conclusions and Summary.  In regional-scale 
models of outflow channel flooding supplied directly 
by the discharge of groundwater from a confined aqui-
fer, we find that multiple flooding events, separated by 
periods of aquifer resealing due to freezing, must 
number in the thousands in order to produce the 
minimum discharge necessary to erode observed out-
flow channels. Furthermore, even this minimum num-
ber of flooding events is possible only with depth-
averaged permeabilities in excess of 10-12 m2 for a 17 
km deep aquifer. If the outflow channels were formed 

Figure 3.  (a) Volume of water produced by a single flood. 
Each dashed curve corresponds to a unique qs as indicated by 
superimposed numbers. Unshaded region indicates models 
requiring longer refreezing times than the calculated upper 
bound, and are excluded from consideration here. The bound-
ary of the shaded region (viable models) follows a line of con-
stant qs, except for a departure at low k corresponding to the 
downturn in qs in Figure 2. For k > 10-10 m2, the required cu-
mulative discharge can be produced by a single flood, but this 
event must last more than 270 yr, as seen in (b), which shows 
the duration of the discharge period for a single flooding event. 
(c) Minimum number of floods needed to produce required 
cumulative discharge.
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instead by a few tens of events, as inferred from chan-
nel observations and terrestrial analogs, the volume of 
water associated with each event is too large to be 
supplied directly by groundwater discharge.

We propose in this case that groundwater dis-
charge, which occurred episodically over the relatively 
long periods of time suggested by our model results, 
ponded locally, producing large standing bodies of 
water either on the surface or in voids in the shallow 
subsurface. Once these standing bodies grew to a criti-
cal volume, they failed, and delivered floodwaters to 
the downstream surface, causing outflow channel inci-
sion. Dam failure may have occurred in the manner of 
Icelandic jökulhlaups [15, 16], i.e., through disruption 
or floating of ice dams, or through soil failure induced 
by increasing fluid pore pressures. Subsurface bodies 
may have emptied to the surface through roof and wall 
collapse. Ponded bodies would have buffered delivery 
of discharged groundwater to the outflow channels: 
dam failures would also have been episodic, but not as
frequent as groundwater discharge events, and would 
have yielded greater volumes of water.

Three types of physical evidence support our buff-
ering hypothesis. First, slopes in the upper reaches of 
some outflow channels are positive, suggesting some 
degree of ponding. Frequently, this positive slope 
forms part of a local basin containing the chaotic ter-
rain (e.g., Shalbatana and Juventae chaos), which it-
self indicates ponding. Second, terraces encircling 
chaotic blocks and lining chasma walls may be paleo-
lake shoreline features. Examples are found in Hy-
draotes Chaos [17] and Coprates Chasma [18]. Third, 
large subsurface void spaces may be inferred from 
collapse features near chaotic terrain. These spaces
may have contained standing bodies of water, rather 
than diffusely distributed pore-space water.
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Figure 4. The same plots from Figure 3, but with limits on 
aquifer size imposed. These limits eliminate any model that 
can produce the required discharge with a single flood. In-
deed, from (b), the minimum number of flooding events is 
3095 (part (c)). Additionally, no flooding event can last 
longer than 17 days (from (b)).
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